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It has been conjectured there is a hamiltonian cycle in every Cayley graph. Interest in this 
and other closely related questions has grown in the past few years. We su~-;ey the ~PCU!!C, 
techniques and open problems in the field. 
1. What is a Cayley graph? 
Let S generate a finite group G. We define the Gzyiey &graph Cay(S G) of 
generators S on G as follows. The vertices of Cay(S : G) are the ekments of G, 
and there is an arc from g to gs whenever g E G and s ES. The CayZey graph 
Cay,(S: G) of S on G is obtained by replacing each arc in Cay@ : G) with an 
(undirected) edge. One can identify Cay,(S: G) with Cay(S U S-l: G), where 
S --1= (s-l : ES). 
We often write Cay(G) instead of Cay(S : G), especially when S is the ‘stan- 
dard’ generating set for G. We use Z, to denote the cyclic group of order YL, The 
(undirected) cycle Cay&Z,,) is denoted G and the (directed) circuit Cay(2,) is 
denoted &, (the standard generating set for a cyclic group has just one element). 
In this section we discuss a few of the ideas which have been developed to 
establish the existence of hamiltonian cycles and circuits in Cayley graphs and 
digraphs. These techniques will be dtzmonstrated in later sections. The notation 
introduced here will be used in prmk throughout the paper. 
2.1.. Notation 
A path in a digraph can be speci!ied either by the sequence (Vi : 0 =S i < n) of 
vertices encountered, or by a iist [q: 1s i <PI] of the arcs traversed. In 
C&S : G), each arc of the form (g, gs) is labelled s; and it is more convenient to 
list the labels ol’ the arcs, rather th8.n tl- 1e arcs themselves. Then, to determine a 
unique path, it is also necessary to specify the initial vertex aO. When [& : I s i s 
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rz] =(q: OS i s n) is a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(S : G), we will assume, without 
any loss of generality, that o. is the identity element. Then 2+ = ulu2 . . . a, for 
each i. For convenience, we use E% *A to denote the concatenation of k copies of 
the sequence A. 
When S is a generating set four a group G and N is a normal subgroup of G, we 
let s be the image of S in the factor + group G/N. Thus Cay@: G/N) is a Cayley 
digraph on G/M If there is a hamiltonian circuit [Cs, : 1 d i < n] in Cay@: G/N) 
such that the product ulu2 . . . a, generates IV, then IN\ *[q : 1s i s n] is a 
hamiltonian eircudt in Cay(S : G). 
2.3.. Runkirs nnd tk arc-forcing subgroup 
The pianeeriag paper in the area of hamiltonian c&uits in Cayley digraphs is 
the IdaBic by Ram&n [29]. Because Rankin couched h~is work in purely group 
theo,ietical terms his r&u!ts went largely unnoticelrll by graph theorists for many 
years. However, recent investigators have relied heavily on his ideas. 
Let H be a spanning subdigraph of Cay&-, b : 6). We say a vertex t, in 
Cay(u, b : G) tiaoels by a in H if the arc from v to vu is in IT, and the arc from o 
to vb is not. We say a set V of vertices travels b:r u if each v E V travels by 3. 
Rankin &serv& that if H is’a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(a, b : G), then $each left 
coset of the OIZ-~OI&~ subgroup “(ub-I) either travels by a or travels by b. 
Conversely, if II is a spanning subdigraph in which each coset of the arc-forcing 
subgroup either travels by u or travels by b, thrsn each component of H is a 
circuit. 5%~ H is a hamiltonian circuit if H is connected. This observation has been 
crud to invH&ations rof two-generated Cayley digraphs. Housman 1133 
showed the arc-forcing ‘subgroup ,has a similar significance in the search for 
hamiltonian paths in these digraphs. 
For Cayley &graphs Cay(S : G) which may not be 2-generated, Rankin’s [30] 
arc-forcing subgroup is (ub-I: a, b E S). Notice, s”or each a ES, the arc-forcing 
SG&-TJ is equal to (SU-~), where a-’ ={M-‘: s ES}. The importance of this 
subgroup is &&rated by the ‘skewed generators’ iargument used By Keating [lS] 
and Witte [33]: Assume &z-‘) is a normal subgroup of G and let d = 
IG/(Sa- “)I- 1. If [s/, s~u”, . . . , :~,gP] is a hamiitonian circuit in 
Cay(Sa d : (2XI)), then [Sip d * u, s:!, d *a, . . . , s,,, d Q iJ IS a hamiltonian circuit in 
Cay(S : G). There is a modiIiczition of this method which applies when the 
arc-forcing &group is not n0rma.L 
2.4. Frat@i subgroup *I”- _ 
By e =6nition, the Frutiti s&grq~ @(G) of a. fifinite) group ‘G is the intersec- 
tion of ,dl the maxi&al subgrorqs of G. Another way to say this is that p(G) 
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consists of those elements of G that belong to no minimai generating set for G. It 
follows that if S is a subset of G that generates G/@(G), then S generates G. 
Because generating sets are intrinsically important in the study of Cayley graphs, 
and especially because in the search for hamiltonian cycles one can always assume 
the generating set is minimal, it should not be hard to imagine that the F’rattini 
subgroup is of fundamental impo:rtance in many aspects of the research. 
3, GelDed cayley grapb!!J 
3.1. Conjecture (T.D. Parsons and others). There is a hamiltonian cycle in every 
Cayley graph. 
We are nowhere near a prooaf of this conjecture. A number of authors have 
(independently) shown there is 21 hamiltonian cycle in every Cayley graph on an 
abelian group (the proof is easy). At present, the best result is the fbliowing 
extension of work of MaruS65 [23] and Dumberger [9, lo]: 
3.Z ‘I&eon (Keating and Witte [17]). Suppose the commutator subgroup of G is 
a cyclic group of prime-power order. Then there is a hamiltonian cycle in every 
Cayley graph on G. 
Ides of P-f. Let N be the coznnutator subgroup of G. We just need to find a 
hamiltonian cycle in C.ayJS : G/N) whose endpoint in G generates _Ni for then the 
Factor Group Lemma 2.2 applies. Let us begin by considering the special case 
where INI is prime. Then every non-identity element of N generates IV, so it will 
stice to find two hamiltonian @es in CayJS: G/N) whose endpoints in G are 
distinct. Since G/N is abelian, it is easy to find many hamiltonian cycles; Man&E 
[23] developed a method to construct a pair of cycles with different endpoints. 
For the general case, set d =. G/@(IV). Since IV is cyclic of prime-power order, 
it turns out that 1131 is prime. So the proof of the special case yields ,a hamiltonian 
cycle in Cay& G/m) whose endpoint in G generates 1*3 =M/@(N). Because 
elements of the Frattini subgrolup can always be omitted from any generating set, 
we conclude the endpoint in G generates IV. U 
Lipman [AMS Abstracts 6~1-05-358) announced a proof that there are hamil- 
tonian paths in all Cayley graphs on solvable groups. But this claim has been 
retracted (oral communication’4 
3.3 T&m (Holsztyirski s!nd Nathanson (see Holsztynski and Strube 
[IZ])). There is a hamiltonian path in every Cayley digraph on an abelian group or 
a hamiltonian group. 
Ra&. Choose same rz E S and let d = ord(a) - 1, By induction, there is a hamilto- 
n&n path Ejil, . . . , & ,I in (%y(&GJ{a}). T%en [d*a,sl,d*a,...,s,d*a] is a 
ha##&@ni@npath ti.Ca$<S-rG). Cl ” ’ 
. ” 1 
MilnorTsCountere8amp~e 3A .&ows: tie analofle Qf Iheorem 3.3 is not true 
for the class-of all solvable gzqups. A similar resultmay however be true for some 
well&nown subfar&li=s (see Conjecture 3.5). 
3A, Wgie (John Milnor). Choose natural numbers n and r so that n 
divides 3 -r+l. Let 
G = (a )j,: a3 = 6,s := c” = 1, & = hI_‘), 
where c = ~~‘%‘~,a6 is the rQmmu&ztor of a and b. T’hen G/(c) is cyclic, so G is 
solvable. The orders of a,, !P, ab are 2,3,6 respectively, so one can show there is 
r~ ~*@u~$n np& irr C&a, b. : G) when B is large. This example refutes a . 
cmjectwe of Nijenhuis and W8f (resp. Witte [33]) that there is a hamiltonian 
lpath in every Oyley &graph on a solvable group, (req. metacyelic group). 
#3,!L cos)ectere (Holsztyiiski and Strube 1123. There is a hti.ltonian circuit in 
tevery Cayley &graph on a dihedral ~IOIIP or a group of primeqower order. 
psihedrcrl gulps,, It is known there is a hamiltonian path in every Cayley 
digraph on a dihedral group (Witte [33& To prove the existence of a hamiltonian 
circuit, it would suffice ‘to find (undirected) hamil?onian cycles in all Cayley graphs 
cn dihedral groups (Witte [33D. But so far this has not been done even for 
2+lement generzl.ting se-&, though there has been some effort (Powers [26], 
Mtshuler [3], WRte [33D. . . R 
Gmups of ptinfk-power order. There is a hamiltonian c*cuit in every Cayley 
digraph on a group -of. prime-power order whose commutator s;ubgroup is cyclic 
(W&e [33D, Let us sketch theargument~ for abelian groups of prime-power order. 
“‘e: may ass- S is a minimal generating set for G. It is a basic property of . 
groups tii --power order (proved by wa;ly of t9.e Frattini subgroup) that all 
minimal generattng sets have the same candinalit~. since ISa-‘l= ISI and the 
identity element belongs to SP, we conclude (sa” ‘) is a proper subgroup of G. 
Thus, by inducuon, there is a hamiltonian circuit in every Cayley digraph on 
#a-*). In par&&r, letting d =. IG : (Su-‘)I - 1, there is a hamiltonian circuit in 
Cay(ti” : (SQ-‘>I.. So the ‘skewed generators’ argument applies (see Section 2.3). 
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4.1. Theorem (Folklore). lihere is a hamiltonian cyde in C, x CT. 
When Ho and K0 are spanning subgraphs of H and K respectively, then 
HOX K0 is a spanning subgraph of H X K. The analogous statement (called the 
‘Subgraph Lemma’) is true for the other products we consider in the following 
section. Because of this, there is a special interest in products of cycles. For 
example, Theorem 4.1 implies the c&*esian product of two hamiltonian graphs is 
hamiltonian. 
(4.2 Theorem (John Gndgren (unpublished)). The cartesian product C& x C, oj’ 
two cydes can be decomposed into two hamiltonian cycles unless one of m and n is 
less than 3. 
Rankin’s [29] work implicitly gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a hamiltonian circui: in the Cartesian product of two circuits. But this 
result was unnoticed. Thirty years later, Trotter and Erd6s [32] rediscovered such 
;a characterization. The formulation below is due to Curran (oral communication). 
4.3. Tk~rem. There is a hamiltonian circuit in the Cartesian product Z,,, x Z,, of 
two Rirec:ted circuits if and only if there is a pair of relatively prime positive integers 
and i with sm + tn = mn. 
Proof (Curran). ( +) Embed Z,,, x Z,, on the torus in the obvious way. Let C be a. 
hamiltonian circuit in Z,,, X Z,,, and let (s, t) E 2 x Z be the knot class of c’ 
considered as a knot on the torus. This simply means s is the number of times C 
wraps around the torus longitudinally, and t is the number of times C wraps 
around meridionally. Then exactly sm vertices travel by (1,O) in C, exac?ly tr,! 
travel by (0, l), and there are mm vertices in C. So sm + tn = mn. Also, since (s, t) 
is the knot class of a circuit, a theorem of topology asserts gcd(s, t) = 1. 
(t-) bt H be a spanning subdigraph of Z,,, x Z,, in which each component of M 
is a circuit, and sm vertices travel by (1,O) in H and tn travel by (0, 1). (Namely: 
Put so = s l gcd(m, n)/n and to = t l gcd(m, n)/m. Let so cosets of the arc-forcing 
subgroup ((-1,l)) travel by (1,O) in H, and let the other to cases trave! by (0, l).) 
Then the sum of the knot c1m.s~. -c of the circuits in H is (s, t). A theorem in 
topology asserts that because a11 the circuits in H are disjoint, they all have the 
same knot class. Since gcdts, t) =-- 1, this implies there is only one circuit in H. and 
hence H is a hamiltonian circti,t. El 
A full presentation of Curran’s torus knot technique appears in Section 4 of 
Curran and Witte [8]. Another elegant application is given in Penn and Witte: 
[25]. The major (and o~@alll outcome of this ttchnique was the complete: 
determination of all hamiltotia:ra paths in the Cartesian product of two circuits. 
The result is too tech&al to include here. As a special case, let us mention that if 
m and it are r@tivte:ly prime, then the: number of hamiltonian paths in Z, XZ,, 
u& a given initial veex is equal to one more than the number of visible lattice 
points iR1&ev-pbar &ia~gle with vertices (0, O), (m, 01, saad (0, R). . 
an” L : _) ?‘a: *. -1, ). ’ % : L ” * ,J 
4&gb ‘, (Cmrmn i a& :-W&e,s: c81). kern & a humiltonian circuit ils the 
&t&w gswiuct,@!am~ tlsnee iw motecd5~ted sircuits; a 
’ . 
Theorems4.S’ ‘ad 4ii together lay to rest a problem posed by Holsztyirski anJ 
Strube 1123: When is there a hamiltonian circuit in the Cartesian product of 
directedcircuits?,~ , .I,,_t . 
, >I I’ _’ 
43. ‘Zbma~~ (John Iindgreh (see Keating [16])). The Cartesian product Z,,, K Z,, 
~1 j two direcfed circuifs can be dkcompx~~ into two hamiltonian ci,rcuits if and only 
@ &me are _posiibe irtkPgers u and v such tkaf u + v = gcd(m, n) and gcd(uo, mn) = 
2 , .
In view of th e fact that c‘k, ic C, always has a hamiltonian cycle, while Z,,, x Z, 
idoes not always have a hamiitoniari circuit, the following result may be of some 
interest. 
&6. TBeoaear (Wit@ #et al. 134)). There ik a hamilfonian circuit in the digraph 
C,GQ4nks~mis0ddandn=2. 
4.7 (Witte et al. [34] and Letzter [22D. Let G be a dik&al, 
semidihed~a& or dicyck group, or a me&2qc iic group of prime-power order (with 
flue k&zrd’ genetrrfirlg set). Z&en fhm is a bmiltonian circuit in &y(G) X &,. 
5.1, w @bating [15& If there is a hadtodn cycle in each of Cay,(G) 
and Cay&I), then there is a hamiltonian cycle in the conjtuxction 
Cay,(G) l Cay,(H), unbs it is not connected. 
Keating [lS] has reducbpA1 thisconjecture to the case where Cay,(G)= C,. He 
also has a member of olther esults on this problem, of which we mention only a 
few- Ihe firs% of these below corrects an error made by Bermond [S]. 
‘- ,l I ” 9 I I 
5.Z ~*ZS (Xeatkg[&D~~ TFRemnj&n C, l Ci of ~MNI @y&s can he decom- 
pMd in& + two bmikmian cycles if and only ,if rmd s am not baf% even. 7%us tk 
cmj~i?~ is k-r&f&an decomposable if and ml. if it is cxwmected. 
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5.341 Theorem (Keating [IS]). Let G be the dihedral group of order 2m or the 
ckyclic group of order 4m (with the standard generating set). 7hen there is a 
hmiltonian circuit in Cay(G) l Z,, if and only if either m or n is odd (else the 
digmph is not connected). 
5.4. Theo- (Keating [ 16j). Stcppose G ati H are finite digraphs and H has 
exactly r vertices, If each of G 9 5 and H can be decomposed into hamiltonian 
circuits, then also G l H’ can be decomposed into hamiltonian circuits. 
The wrvrclth ptloduct. ‘The wreath product q wr q of two cycles is a Cayiey 
graph whose vertex set is (7)” x Z,, where (7)” = Z.,, x Z,, x l l l x &,, (n fac- 
tors). For A E(G)“, and i E &, the vertex (A, i) is adjacent to (A, i f 1) and to 
(A EIZ q, i), where e, is aR1 zeros, except for a one in the ith place. 
5.5. Tk~m (Stong [31-J). ‘There is a hamikonian cycle in G w G if m I= 3 or m 
is even. 
The hamiitonicity of wreath products of cycles appears to be a difkult problem. 
For digraphs, Larry Penn and David Witte (see Stong [31D independently 
observed there is a hamiltonian circuit in &,, wr Z2. But it is also Iu?own that 
&wr 2, does not even have a hamiltonian path (see Nlilnor’s Counterexample 
3.4). 
5.6. Reseaurch ~r&km~.~ (1) Show there is a hamiltonian cycle in the wreath 
product of any two cycles. 
(2) Whe:n is there a hamiltonian ckcuit in the wreath product of dwo directed 
circuits? 
Cayley gaphs on semidirect products of cyclic groups. For each integer P such 
that r” = 1 (mod m), there is a semidirect product of 2% with Zn. It L tl?e group 
G =(x, y: xm = y” = 1, y-‘xy = Xr). 
This is not a graph-theoretic product, so there is no subgraph lemma. The 
semidirect product contains Z,,, = (x) as a normal subgroup, and G/-31, = & = (~0. 
5.7. &MXUU% prsblem. Show there is a hamiltonian cycle in the Cayley graph on 
every semidirect product of two cyclic groups (with the standard generatin,g set). 
This problem is a special case of dIetermining which mztacirculant gaphs arc 
hamiltonian (Akspach and Parsons [IQ. Quimpo [ZS] thought he had solved 
Problem 5.7, but there is an error in his proof. At present, it is known that if nr 
and n f@i into any of the following cartegories, then there is a hamiltonian cycle in 
the (standard) Cayley graph on every semidirect yroduct of & with &: 
(1‘) m is even and wis oddkcl% cycle is 
bq‘a*[x, (A- l)*y, x* (n - l)*y-1-j 
(Rtzter (personal communication}); 
(2) m is ri grimqwwerr (Keating and Wit& [17D; 
(3) :nq2 (J&@JJQ&[4JJ: ,_ .s*: -* ; ‘I : 
I@rWn j 1 an& -W_+ga [W, a iWJ> ha& made prdgress on the wrresponding 
problexn for c~@@Bz; ‘T’kre nti not be a h&&ton&n” circuit in the Cktyley 
digraph on a semidirect product (for example, the direct product 2, x 2.). On the 
0th~ ban$ if:& iMer~B*-&e center~of -the setidkect p&uct trivklly, then 
pt +[(m - %1*x, y] is ‘8 hamiltoni~ circuit in the Cayley digrkqh. 
!I&& B&Bear& ,W&en is there a hamiltonian circuit in the Cayley digraph 
on a setidirect product ol two cyclic groups? 
a.crlpiss @f-w 
6.l. &nja~@~ (Kierlein 1181 (resp. Witte [33D). Every group G has a minixwi 
(req~ minixnum) generating set S such that e there is a haxniltonian circuit in 
Cay(S : G}. 
Thew wnjectures areknown to be true for abelian ad hamiltonian groqs 
(Kkrleti [IB] and Kl er elm 1 and Starling [21]; or see Theorem 6.2), and the 
symmetric andalternating groups (Wit& [33& 
6.2. ‘Ehmmm (Ramras [AM’S Abstracts 783005-59D. Let G be a soloable gmup, 
so that G has a mmd smi~l=G,,<G~<~~~<Ci,=G in whi& each factor 
group-@i/c;,_, is cqclic. men #M?W- - ts b generating set S for Orwith ISI s n, such that 
there is a hudtonian cimdt in Cay(S : G). 
PNI& By k~Iuctio~& let [t: : 1 =G i Gl_Fil] be a haasiltonian circuit in Ca y(T : El), 
wlhereTisagenera~ng~tforH=~~_1with~T~6~r-l.~tk=IG:~~-1and 
let g E G be a generator of G/H ‘Then 
is a hati!tonian circuit in a Cayley dig&ph on G. 0 
A k uy 1’\45ult~ on Cay@ : 0) have been obtain& by making assumptions oIn the 
arc&i 5ng silbgroup {Su-‘), where a E S. For exanple, Rankin [30] showed there 
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is a ham&.&an circuit in Cay( S : G) if (Sa-‘) s 2, or 2, x Z2. Keating (unpub- 
lished) extended this by allowing any number of 2, factors in the direct product. 
6.3. Q@e&re (Curran and Witte [$I). If S is a minimal generating set for an 
abelian group G with ISI a 3, then there is a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(S : G). 
Siice one can show there is no hamiltonian circuit in Cay(3,4,6 : Z12), the 
hypothesis that S is a minimal generating set is necessary in Conjecture 6.3. 
6.4, Researdm problems. (1) The preceding is the only example the authors know 
of where there is no hamiltonian circuit rin the Cayley digraph of a generating set 
with at least three elements. Are there other examples? (Witte et al. [34J). 
(2) Is Conjecture 6.3 true for nonabelian groups as well? (Curran and Witte 
NlL 
6.5. ‘I&Q- (Powers [27& There is a hamiltonian cycle in every cubic CayEey 
grqh of girth fouo: 
7. I.&&e cayley digraphs 
A one-svay infinite hamiltonian path in an infmite digraph K is a list vl, tj2, . . . 
of the vertices of K such that there is an arc from vi to vi +I for each i. Similarly, a 
two-way infinite hamiltoniun path is a list . ..) v_~, vO, vl,. . . . A digraph is 
strongly connected if for every pair of vertices x and y, there is a path from x to v. 
An, infinite digraph is said to be sfrongr’y ~connected if it remains strongly 
connected whenever any 5nite set of vertices is deleted. 
7& theorem (Jungreis [ 14) and Keating [16& Suppose S is an infinite generating 
sat fix a countably infinite group G. Then the following anz equivcdetrt: 
(1) Cay(S : G) is smngly ~connec;Jetl.; 
(2) Cay(S : G) has a one-way infinite hamiltonian path; 
(3) Cay(S : G) can be decomposed into any combination of one-way and two- 
way infinite hamiltonian jpaths. 
Furthermore, ach of the above assevtiot~ implies each of the following properties: 
(4) Cay(S : G) is strongly connected; 
(5) Cay(S : G) has a two-way infinite harniltonian path. 
In addition, if G is abelian and has no c~~ciic subgroup of finite index, t&hen all five 
assen!ions are equkdent. 
7.2. ‘sbeor~~~ (Jungreis [14& If G is Q countably infinite group which is locally 
finite, (i.e. every finitely generated subgroup of G is finite), then Cay@ : 2) is 
strongly =-connected (hence also the other conclusions of Theorem 7.1 hold). 
‘392 ,-; ,‘.‘. ,,“’ . . trJV& &A, Gdbn 8 I 
(I) Fo;r which minimal {generating sets *of the infinite 
re a two-way lint;inite hamiltonian path in Cay(S: Z)? (It is 
easy to see there ,is nq one-way infinite hamiltonian path,) 
I (2) Is tima a +mi~~~$g set 8 5x Z X Z such that thereis a one-way 
or two-way intite j iwamibdb: path in Cay(S : 2 X Z)? 
%& (&uggreis al4f). 18 G* is a countably infinite abelian group fmd 
Cay& : G) is.strongly coatid, then there is ii two-way infinite hamiltonian path 
in Cay(S : G). 
Hamiltonian paths in Cayley digraphs have been applied in a variety of 
contexts. 
(1) am-fogy: Motivated by, the connection with change-ti@g, a umber 
of authors have studied hamiltonian circuits in particular Cayley digraphs on 
symmetric groups: 
Rankin [29, 301. 
T.J. Fletcher, Campanological groups, Amer. Math. Monthly 63 (1956) 
619-626. 
D.J. Dickinson, On Fletcher’s paper ‘Campanological groups’, Amer. Math. 
Monthly 64 (1957) 331-332. 
Elvira +asser ?-a-N% C& y ey color groups and hamilton lines, Scripta 1 
Math. 24 (6959) 51--58.-I 
Arthur T. ‘(vhite, Ringing the changes, preprint, W. Michigan Univ., Math. 
Report #6.5 (1981). 
Le#cr-facing;: The design of post ofice machinery employs a hamiltonian 
path in a Cayley di,gra~h on a d&&al group. 
Joseph A. Gallian, Qrxx@ theory and the de@n of a letter facing machine, 
Amer. Math Monthly 84 (1.977) 285-287. 
ew Ta1-h A. Galhan and Charles A. Marttila, Reorienting regular II-gons, 
Aequationes Math. 20 (2980,97-103, 
Computer pmgiww: 
-tonian paths in Cayle:y digraphs on infinite symmetry groups of 
hyperbolic space were utilized to produce patterns like those of tIx late 
artist MC. Escher: Douglas Dunham, 3ohn Udgren, and David Witte, 
Creating repeating hyperbolic patterns, Grrmputer Graphics ‘15 (1981) 
21%223. 
J%nihonian paths in symmetric groups are used to generate all the 
P”_r of a :set. See Chapter NEXPER of: A. Nijenhuis and H.S. 
lbc:.‘f, Combinatorial algorithms ~(Academic Press, New York, 2nd ed., 
19 > I(). 
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9. -ny 
V&~~-h;~rr~itizz Qraphs. The Cayley graphs are contained in the class of vertex- 
transitive graphs. Alspach’s [l] paper is an excellent survey of the work on 
hamiltonian cycles in gaphs of this more general type. Here is updated biblio- 
graphic information for a few of the references there: 
16. Discrete Math. 36 (1981) 69-81. 
19. Discrete Math. 43 (1983) 91-96. 
20. Discrete Math. 42 (1982) 227-242. 
Answers to questions in the literature. We collect here answers to a few 
questions that have appeared in the literature. 
(1) Milnor’s Counterexample 3.4 affirmatively answers two questions of Als- 
path [I]. As desired, in these Cayley digraphs the difference between the order of 
the group and the length of the longest path is arbitrarily large. 
(2) Holsztykrski and &r&e [12] suggested that an abelian group G has prime- 
power order if and only if there is a hamiltonian circuit in every Cayley digraph 
on G. There is indeed a hamiltonian circuit in every Cayley digraph on an abelian 
group of prime-power order, but Witte [33] observed that Z&lU&@I, is a 
counterexample to the other half of this statement. 
(3) Curran (oral communication) found an example of a standard Cayley 
digraph on a semidirect product of two cyclic groups which has a hamiltonian 
circuit that cannot be written as the concatenation of copies of a shorter sequence. 
This answers a que,stion of Klerlein and Starling [19]. 
Closing cot- tments. The authors welcome correspondence on the areas covered 
in this survey. Many of the theorems presented here were obtained in summer 
undergraduate research programs run by the a.uthors. These programs were 
funded by the NSF and the IJniversity of Minnesota. David Witte was also 
supporrtB by graduate fellowships from the NSF and the Ro’bert R= McCormick 
Foundation. 
Added in pru~f. _R+n A+&I (oral communication) has solved Research Prob- 
lem 5.7 afhrmatively and David Witte has proveo &ti plime-power order portion 
of Conjecture 3.5. 
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